The rapid expansion of biomedical literature has provoked an increased development of advanced text mining tools to rapidly extract relevant events from the continuously increasing amount of knowledge published periodically in PubMed. However, bioinvestigators are still reluctant to use these tools for two reasons: i) a large volume of events is often extracted upon a query, and this volume is hard to manage, and ii) background events dominate search results and overshadow more pertinent published information, especially for domain experts. In this paper, we propose an approach that incorporates the temporal dimension of published events to the process of information extraction to improve data selection and prioritize more pertinent periodically published knowledge for scientists. Indeed, instead of providing the total knowledge associated with a PubMed query, which is usually a mix of trivial background information and nonbackground information, we propose a method that incorporates time and selects non background and highly relevant biological entities and events published over time for bioinvestigators. Before excluding background events from the total knowledge extracted, a quantification of their amount is also provided. This work is illustrated by a case study regarding Hepcidin gene publications over a decade, a duration that is sufficiently long enough to generate alternative views on the overall data extracted.
Introduction
Modern biology is one of the most voluminous areas of science today. This is mainly due to the modern digital revolution and increasing enticements to publish and share new knowledge worldwide. Hundreds of publications appear in MEDLINE each day, resulting in an exponential increase in knowledge over the past few centuries. The volume of publications has increased so rapidly over the past few years that it is no longer possible for a researcher to stay up-to-date with recent discoveries from the literature. Alternative solutions are required to search for articles, and researchers must learn how to search rapidly and efficiently in this continuously growing collection of knowledge. Text mining coupled with the process of information extraction is a current solution for quickly scanning the volume of literature by supplementing human readers with automatic tools. Numerous tools exist today for facilitating the application of text mining and information extraction (IE) techniques by researchers to their area of interest [27] . However, these tools still present difficulties, as they are largely developed by information experts. A gap exists between computational linguists, designers of information extraction tools, and biomedical investigators, resulting in many pertinent articles not being pulled in a Medline search. If we consider PubMed, the most popular biomedical search engine for the MEDLINE database, as an example, a survey conducted by Eva Lee et al. in [28] has proved the following statements:
1. Few users review results beyond the first page. Most of the selections are on the most recent citations, located on the first result page (by default, PubMed returns 20 results per page). 2. Users seek simple interfaces and have difficulties using the advanced features of PubMed because of the knowledge required to use MeSH terms and the multitude of steps required to build a query. 3. The majority of users retrieve in-depth information focusing on one category of information, such as on a cell, disease, drug or gene. In addition, when the extracted information consists of recognized biological entities and complex events that are connected in abstracts, the results are even worse. A mass of data is extracted when searching either at a large scale or for a more restrictive search for a small period of time. As an example, when using the extraction tool of [3] and searching for the Hepcidin gene on a large scale on MEDLINE, an unreadable graph representing the extracted events is obtained (cf. Figure 1. ). When restricting the search to papers published in a smaller time period, a slightly less dense graph is obtained. Moreover, from the view of a Hepcidin expert, the extracted events often include a tremendous amount of background events that have been well established for years and that consequently remain trivial. Domain experts are more reluctant to use such tools as the extraction of massive background information may hide pertinent events involving unexpected genes. The tools that are currently in place are mainly devoted to the Bioinformatics community. The complexity of the delivered data and data structure discourage bio-investigators from using them, yet richly annotated events are delivered at the scale of PubMed (mainly protein/gene interactions). From the view of a computational biologist who is able to decipher the output data, such as that of Jari Björne et al. dataset stored in a MySQL database and made available on his web site [25] , these algorithms deliver relevant results but require considerable time and a high number of processors. The BioNLP Shared Task series also actively promotes the use of text-mining approaches at a community wide level for information extraction (IE) from biomedical literature [2] . Despite these efforts, few studies have addressed the problem of processing these big-data sets in order for non-computational experts to rapidly convert them into meaningful patterns over time. To prioritize non background but pertinent events that are published daily over time, we have focused our study on the temporal dimension of the articles. Information Extraction coupled with time allows for a chronological delivery of published events that best mirrors their real course. For example, two genes that have never been associated with one another in the literature before a certain time t, and that appear unexpectedly after t are easily identified. Chronology in the description of events enhances the comprehensiveness of relative knowledge, especially for non experts. Biology is a knowledge-centered science, as researchers commonly rely on previously published findings to further produce new experimental hypotheses. These hypotheses, once validated, are in turn published and made available as a set of new events to the community for further investigations. Therefore, there is an implicit chronological dependency between articles, which is imperceptible when time is omitted. As suggested in a previous survey [28] , to avoid missing past published events of possible importance, we propose an approach that pulls a maximum number of events that were extracted over a large period of time. Next, the corresponding events are filtered again before revealing unexpected temporal trajectories of the most pertinent genes, diseases and drugs that best match the user query. The emphasis is given to the relevant information published, as defined by biomedical entities that are highly associated with other entities at time t and that are necessary to reveal at this time, as they may lose their relevance at future time points. An important proportion of "already known" data corresponding to background knowledge dominates the extracted information and is not relevant for investigation by a domain expert. Indeed, rather than extracting the entire set of articles by mixing background and non background events, as done by major text mining tools, we suggest incorporating time and providing, at regular periods, pertinent biological entities that are associated in non background events. A time unit of one month has been decided upon, as it is the publication period of most life science journals. In the following text, we will precisely define what we consider as a pertinent biological entity at time t, namely, t-relevant, and what we consider as a trivial "background" event at time t, by customizing information extracted by a selected text mining web service [3] . To illustrate our study, we will consider the hepcidin gene case and the relative literature pertaining to this topic over a decade. New events on this gene have increased rapidly since its discovery in Dec 2000 [4, 5, 6] . The process includes mining relative abstracts, computing and selecting highly relevant biological entities, and allowing for a retrospective investigation to recall key events published on this gene since its discovery, including biomolecular partners, associated diseases, location in other species, effects of mutations, and associated clinical treatments. During this process, we will quantify and filter the proportion of background events to ultimately provide the major non-background and pertinent events published concerning Hepcidin over the last decade.
2
Related works
Event Extraction from PubMed
Event Extraction Systems (EES) aim to extract recognized biological entities and identify relationships between them, namely, biological events from PubMed abstracts. For example, in the sentence "STAT3 inhibitors, including curcumin, AG490 and a peptide (PpYLKTK), reduced hepcidin1 mRNA" [7] , a reasonable EES system should deduce the following facts:
• Curcumin reduces hepcidin1
• AG490 reduces hepcidin1
• Peptide (PpYLKTK) reduces hepcidin1 When supported by contextual dictionaries, different types of biological entities are recognized. In this example, curcumin and AG490 are recognized as being biochemical substances or drugs and hepcidin1 and Peptide (PpYLKTK) are recognized as being biomolecular entities, including genes and proteins. Returning to the source sentences enables the checking or completing of erroneous extracted facts.
There are two fundamentally different approaches for extracting such relationships: the "cooccurrence" approach and the Natural Language Processing (NLP) approach. The first approach is straightforward and consists of identifying entities that simply co-occur in a sentence of the abstract. Co-occurrence methods have better recall but worse precision than NLP ones, as co-occurring entities, even in the same sentence, may have no (or a weak) relationship. The recognized entities are also normalized (i.e., linked to standard data source identifiers) to enable the interoperability of the extracted information with other data [8, 9] . Despite increased interest, only a few tools are publicly available for extracting more precise bio-molecular events [10] . Text mining coupled to Machine-Learning methods have been applied for extracting rapidly different sorts of relationships, mainly physical protein-protein interactions [11, 12, 13] , relationships involving diseases and GO Terms [14] and NLP-based specific relationships for extracting information on gene regulation and protein phosphorylation [15, 16] .
Time-based pertinence of the biological entities in PubMed
The amount of knowledge published periodically on various biomedical items varies over time. Globally, the number of publications evolves exponentially for some topics or keywords ( Figure 2a ), whereas for others, it fluctuates over time with a pattern of rapid peaks at successive time points ( Figure 2b ).
Figure 2. Keyword Trends over time in Medline using MLTrends
Various subjects are also not published with the same intensity. There are tens of thousands of papers for the keyword "breast cancer", but only a few dozen per year for the keyword "Sporulation".
In the context of iron metabolism, the discovery on Dec 2000 of the hepcidin gene having a central regulation function at the organism level has created a strong trend of relative publications. This has increased the complexity of the understanding of the bio-molecular mechanisms of associated diseases, even for experts. As shown in Figure 2c , the rapid increase of publications since 2000 generated a cascading increase of publications on other genes, such as Ferroportin and BMP6, revealing a strong functional link between them. Using MLTrends of a previous study [17] , from which the graphics of Figure 2 . have been drawn, keyword-based publication trends are calculated by counting word frequency over-time. This process, when applied not only to ordinary keywords but to recognized entities and events connecting them, leads to more informative functions to supplement traditional text mining tools. At each period a focus may be made on biomedical entities that are highly associated to other recognized entities in PubMed abstracts, namely, relevant ones. For bioinvestigators seeking to undertake in-depth retrospective studies regarding a gene and its partners, the delivery of the bio-entities linked to it in PubMed, including proteins, diseases, drugs, cells and species, allows for a better temporal visibility of the gene's global research. Table 1 . shows hepcidin events extracted over two consecutive years by customizing AliBaba web service results. Ali-Baba uses a pattern-based approach offering higher precision at the cost of increased complexity compared to regular expression matching or simple cooccurrence [30] . A user-centric presentation can be found in [3] and the pattern learning approach is described in [31] . An Ali-Baba extract of corresponding events was returned by recognizing several entities in the query abstracts. These included different sorts of bio-entities, such as genes, proteins, diseases, cells, drugs, tissues, and species, and several articles associating these entities in a sentence, mostly by co-occurrence. The search then draws, optionally, the extracted relationships within a graph ( Figure 1 .), delivered in a GraphML. The quantification of events has been focused on a sample of genes that are sufficiently balanced with well-known hepcidin partners and others that are uncommon to domain experts. For each gene of our sample, we periodically calculated the number of events in which hepcidin has been associated. The results displayed in Table 1 , show that hepcidin, in dark gray, is associated in the highest proportion of events, which probably includes a considerable amount of background information. The remaining elements are categorized into 2 distinct gene sets. The first set, in medium gray, includes genes that are frequently associated with a large amount of events in almost all of the periods, such as Transferrin, Ferroportin and Hemojuvelin. While these genes are well-known and easy to recognize by domain experts, they remain less familiar to novices and may be worth investigation. The second set, highlighted in lighter gray, includes genes that are punctually associated in hepcidin articles over time. These genes are unexpected by domain experts and may be interesting to extract at corresponding time points. In the case of large scale extraction from PubMed, the articles from this set are completely dissolved in the total mass of articles extracted, from which a considerable amount is background data. These events and relative genes are thus imperceptible when time is neglected. Integrating time into the process of information extraction and filtering background information from the extracted events yields a higher chance that these unexpected entities and associated articles will emerge.
Methods

Event Extraction applied to Hepcidin use-case
How many background events?
Background articles correspond to the background knowledge that is necessarily reported in multiple abstracts by the authors and is usually found in the background section (if any) of the abstract. This part of the abstract is similarly mined and associated events extracted. Background events are identified by their repetitive occurrence in different abstracts over several periods of time. They are returned continuously in the literature but remain trivial to domain experts. In the case of large volumes, which usually occur, these events may hide unexpected entities and events from bioinvestigators. Figure 3 . shows different occurrences of the event representing the induction of hepcidin transcription by interleukin-6, highlighted in green. While this event was published for the first time in April 2003, it still has, until today, several occurrences in the literature as background information. This event is extremely important but is definitely trivial for hepcidin experts. Consequently, a background event may have multiple occurrences in the literature. This is, to our knowledge, the only way to spot the occurrences. We are aware that when using the PubMed search engine or other extraction tool, a background event is always delivered to the user within a few occurrences, probably the ones that are spotted in more recent abstracts. The problem resides in their diversity and their global amount, which is so tremendous that they pollute more relevant and non-trivial information that is published. Therefore, we propose to identify, quantify (even naively), and filter the background events published in the specified search period to allow for non-trivial information to emerge in the resulting articles. The problem of background events extracted from PubMed has been briefly reported [1] . To track these articles, authors propose a return to data sources during text mining. Biological "facts" previously occurring in standard databases are considered to be trivial and can consequently be removed, without mentioning whether these facts concern bio-entities, such as proteins or diseases, or biological events associating the entities, such as interaction, regulation, co-occurrence, and others. Published articles are also not recorded in data sources before a necessary delay, which sometimes may require a manual review of relative abstracts.
Time relevance of a biomedical entity
Definition
A recognized biological entity e is defined as being relevant at time t (or t-relevant) if it achieves a maximum of relationships at time t with other recognized biological entities. In a system where different types of biological entities and events are extracted, a t-relevant entity is one that participates to a maximum of events at time t.
To balance this definition, the number of abstracts in which the potentially relevant entity has been identified is required, as time relevance increases with the number of abstracts in which associated events have been spotted.
A background event
Definition
A recognized event e is defined as being a background (or trivial) if it has been spotted repeatedly in the literature at different points in time. In other words, when an event e is published for the first time at time t, it becomes trivial at subsequent time points. More formally, let us consider a longer retrospective study made on a duration of time D consisting of successive discrete time-points t 1 
Data pre-processing pipeline
For practical considerations, we have set period p to one month because this is the publication period of most life science journals. Given a PubMed Query Q and a retrospective duration D, in our study, Q = "hepcidin" and D = [Jan-2001 , Dec-2011 , time-relevance is evaluated for each month of D by customizing information extracted by web service of [3] . This system recognizes in resulting abstracts diverse biological entities (including genes, proteins, diseases, species, cells, and drugs) and various relationships associating these entities. It then represents the extracted bio-entities and relative events within a graph. A dictionary-based approach for recognizing various bio-entities is used, with dictionaries collected from different sources, such as UniProt for proteins, Drugbank for drugs, and NCBI Taxonomy for species. Relationships between entities are spotted using two different methods. These are the pattern matching technique and predominantly co-occurrence filtering. This method has been chosen for its reuse facilities, particularly its ability to export graphs of events in standard graphML format, its ease of manipulation, and its ability to be executable remotely as a webservice. We have used a workflow centered on web-service to generate massive amounts of data on events for each month of D. A pre-processing pipeline prepares data by generating bio-events of successive months using successive calls to the web-service. Each extracted event is represented by: i) source entity, ii) target entity, and iii) the purpose of their relationship, mainly in the form of co-occurrence in a sentence, or possibly more precise relationships, such as protein-protein interactions, induction, and so on. Source and target entities are identified by their official symbol (official name and synonyms) and accession numbers in standard databases or in standard terminologies (for example, MesH for diseases and Swissprot for proteins). Each event is represented by an Edge-Label corresponding to the spotted relationship between source and target entities in abstract sentences and is additionally stamped with its publication date. The collected events are then transformed and integrated into a mysql data warehouse of events devoted to our large-scale retrospective analyses.
Data processing of time relevance
When data pre-processing is completed, the collected events are stored in the integrated data warehouse and are available for a large scale extraction of global trends of events over the decade. Time relevance is calculated for various types of entities, thereby giving different sorts of valuable information to the user. Recall that in our context, a protein (or any sort of biological entity) is t-relevant if the amount of events in which it participates is the highest at time t. Therefore, relevant entities at time t i correspond to nodes of G i with higher degrees. However, time relevance may change according to different criteria on source and target entities and on the type of events connecting them. For example, when the source entity type is fixed to a protein, we can either select source proteins that are highly connected to all sorts of target entities or to specific type of target entities. Indeed, the selection of protein sources highly related to protein targets may return different relevance results. Similarly, the selection of proteins highly connected to disease targets or diseases highly connected to drug targets may be preferred. By applying this process to different combinations of source and target entity types (Figure 7 .), a multitude of valuable information can be derived allowing for a variety of knowledge according to the user's focus. Similarly, the time relevance of graph G i varies according to the type of the represented events. Indeed, when graph G i includes background events, relevant entities are a fortiori associated with background events, as these events are pre-dominant. Time relevance after filtering background events must be re-evaluated to highlight unexpected entities to bioinvestigators. 
Results
Our study may be generalized to any query and using any text mining tool for extracting bioevents from PubMed. However, we present major results obtained using ali-baba text mining tool (which is no more available) applied to Hepcidin use-case over a decade of publications, as this duration is sufficiently long enough to gain an interesting perspective on the overall extracted data.
The main knowledge on hepcidin is presented in the biomedical literature. It describes interactions of a large number of distinct bio-molecular entities and their relationships with different cell compartments and cell types, different species and diseases, and different drugs. Linked together, these elements represent a systemic view of iron homeostasis for which hepcidin is a major actor.
Most important discoveries linked to Hepcidin during the last decade
The human HAMP gene (HAMP, HEPC, OMIM 606464) is located on the long arm of chromosome 19 at position 13.1 and codes for a protein called hepcidin. Hepcidin is a circulatory antimicrobial peptide that is synthesized in the liver as an 84 amino acid protein [4, 5, 6 ]. It plays a major role in maintaining the iron balance in organisms, as a slight iron excess is toxic to the body. When iron enters liver cells from the blood, hepcidin is produced and released in the blood to travel throughout the body. It then interacts with Ferroportin, the unique cellular iron exporter [18] , and induces its internalization and degradation to inhibit intestinal iron absorption. Iron is controlled by the BMP/Hemojuvelin complex and SMAD signaling pathway. It has been demonstrated previously [19] that the bone morphogenetic protein BMP6 has a preponderant role in the activation of the SMAD signaling pathway, leading to hepcidin synthesis in vivo. Hepcidin transcription deficiency causes most of the forms of iron disorders, either due to mutations of the hepcidin gene itself or due to mutations of its regulators. Hepcidin appears as the pathogenic factor in most systemic iron disorders and provides important tools for improving diagnosis and treatment [18, 20] . A retrospective study of the gene has been more recently reported by hepcidin experts [29] . The review turns back on the most important events published during the last decade of research since hepcidin discovery, arguing that the community is in constant demand of such initiatives.
Background events of the hepcidin decade
A large corpus of hepcidin articles has been searched and integrated to build our data warehouse of events devoted to hepcidin. This stores a considerable amount of biological entities and articles, connecting them throughout the whole decade. In total, approximately 200,000 events were extracted pertaining to our gene. In this data-set, a considerable amount of background events have been identified. We thus attempt to measure their total amount to extract this background from the total hepcidin events and allow more pertinent items to emerge. For this purpose, we have operated a step by step cumulative quantification of trivial information published at each month t i of the decade. ) We are aware that these assumptions are necessary but not sufficient to affirm a similarity between two published bio-events. A bio-event may be much more complex than a simple connection between a pair of bio-entities. But, using Ali-baba web service, the extracted events are predominantly labeled "co-occurrence", and a strict equivalence between edge labels is sufficient in this case to affirm event similarities. More precise relationships between entities, such as "protein-protein interaction", "induce", "involved in", and so on, are possible but remain minor. From the whole hepcidin decade, approximately 93% of the total events extracted for hepcidin are labeled "co-occurrence", favoring simple event comparisons. The identification of trivial events published at each period t i , for i = 1 → n, with n being the number of periods, enables the calculation of their total amount throughout the decade. A reasonably high amount has been revealed when applied to the whole decade. As shown in Figure 8 . the total proportion for the whole hepcidin decade (blue shape cut to Dec 2011) is of approximately 58% when using "co-occurrence" event labels. More than 58% of the background information may consequently be excluded from the total information after eliminating duplicates. This proportion is sensibly higher when extended to the submission date of this paper. 
Extraction of time relevant entities linked to Hepcidin
From the vast amount of information one can derive on each entity and each entity type, we choose to illustrate the main results obtained on proteins and diseases, the major focus of our bioinvestigators. Highly targeted proteins and diseases identified in abstracts citing hepcidin over 10 years have been derived. The resulting data obtained during the decade are plotted below and are commented on in the following.
Highly targeted Proteins
The identification of background events, those who uselessly burden the results of information extracted, aided in the filtering of these articles and improved the display of unexpected events that were previously not visible to the biologist. As shown in Figure 9 ., a high relevance and a permanent visibility is given to hepcidin and perpetual proteins that are well established and easy to recognize by domain experts for their involvement in iron metabolism.
For the whole decade, hepcidin, hfe, transferrin and ferritin are expectedly given relevant proteins in almost all periods. This is due to the high volume of background events associating them. After filtering, we first noticed a drastic fall in the amount of data (Figure 10 .), especially in more recent years. Indeed, since the discovery of hepcidin in 2000, the amount of background events composes 37% until 2003, 49% until 2006, and more than 52% of the results after 2006. Additionally, filtering allows for new bio-entities that were previously not visible to emerge as being relevant, such as SMAD, BMPs proteins and interleukins, which have been more recently described as important transcription factors of the hepcidin gene. 
Highly targeted diseases
Expected disease names, such as iron-overload and anemia, are highly cited over time (Figure11.). These results do not provide original information to bioinvestigators, as events associated to these diseases, which are already well known, are often dense and hide unexpected phenotypes. New phenotypes emerge after filtering background information (Figure12.), such as tuberculosis, colon cancer, fish diseases and non-hemochromatosis rare genetic diseases, identified more recently due to mutations identified on the Ferroportin gene, a main target of hepcidin in the intestine [21] .
Figure 12. Highly targeted diseases when the background is excluded
In addition to proteins and diseases, other entity types, such as species, cell types, and drugs have been tackled. The filtering phase has revealed more peculiar species in which hepcidin has been localized and studied. The majority of hepcidin studies are devoted to mice, rat and human subjects. Filtering out this dominant knowledge enabled us to view unusual species in which hepcidin has been found to emerge, such as fish species (Sole and Rainbow trout), bacteria, and diverse mammals, including bovines and Cynomolgus monkeys. Several combinations of entity types have also been studied for the whole decade and associated information has been filtered and exploited by our collaborators. To allow the bioinvestigator to have more information on the revealed entities, an access to data sources and PubMed_ids is proposed in a supplementary annotation table (Figure 14. ). For each period we have access to:
• Name of the relevant entity as identified in the abstracts. Spotted entities, such as "human", "patient" or "child," are equivalent and unified to "Human" specie in ali-baba.
• Maximal number of target entities, along with their official names.
• Number of abstracts in which relative events have been found. The user can qualify time relevance using this number as relevance increases with ever-increasing number of distinct abstracts. The user also has direct access to these abstracts in PubMed by a simple click.
• Accession numbers of the relevant entities giving full access to their description in standard databases (e.g., DrugBank for drugs, Swissprot for proteins, etc.)
Comparative study of different backgrounds
This study may be applied for other use-cases given their bio-events extracted with a dedicated tool. We have been able to provide a comparative study of different PubMed queries using ali-baba web service. The calculation of the proportion of background information published for distinct queries in a relatively similar retrospective duration has revealed that this rate is conspicuously different from one domain to another (Figure 14 .a, Figure 14 .b), achieving 64% of the total volume of events for query "BMP6" and only 14% for the query "Osteoporosis", suggesting that the background knowledge is probably much more important in abstracts for some queries than for others. This approach has also been tested to more popular queries, such as those concentrating massive bio-molecular and medical research, including "Breast Cancer". The relative literature on this domain is rapidly increasing and may discourage scientists wishing to be rapidly informed. Given a reasonable duration for data generation (pre-processing), the results gave rapid priority access to highly cited proteins, drugs, cell types and diseases linked to breast cancer over time, along with their target entities correctly annotated in the supplementary annotation table. In Figure 14 ., a subset of highly published drugs over time linked to breast cancer, along with their targets, is browsed and richly annotated. 
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Conclusion and Discussion
The application of advanced information retrieval and extraction tools at a large scale in the biomedical literature has confirmed the extraordinary amount of published articles giving birth periodically to new biological entities and events in Medline. This torrential amount of data, once extracted, must be mined in a second round to draw unexpected patterns of biological entity behaviors over time. RetroMine approach is straightforward but is extremely helpful for providing in-depth retrospective studies at a glance to researchers on subjects of their interest. Time has been bound to the process of information extraction to enhance the comprehension of the extracted events by introducing chronology and giving priority to biological entities highly targeted over time. Based on co-occurrence events, the study revealed the considerable increasing amount of background information published periodically in the biomedical literature that is necessary to filter out. While these events are essential for a non-expert wishing to learn usual contextual data about a domain, they may considerably pollute pertinent knowledge for domain experts. Excluding background hepcidin knowledge from the total events extracted has clearly allowed unexpected information to emerge to bioinvestigators. The user may prevent the assault of such articles by, for example, omitting review papers from the process of information extraction. Another possible solution is to focus on mining texts of section "Results" when available.
RetroMine approach may be helpful to accelerate tasks of database feeders, as the amount of publications is increasing exponentially. Database feeders continuously "read" newly published abstracts (or full text papers) and integrate relative events in standard life science databases. As an example, the OMIM database lists established genetic diseases and links them to relevant genes in the Human Genome. Given a query, time-line reporting of the main relevant events published is visible in OMIM. Similarly chronology of events and their relevance over time are clearly perceptible using RetroMine. Today, slow feeding is prominent to life science databases (Ex: the hepcidin gene is reported in OMIM using publications ending in early 2009!).
In this paper, we have used Web service of a previous study [3] in which events of "cooccurrence" are predominant. This Web service is not available any more. Nevertheless, we make available on retromine.univ-rennes1.fr the java application that allowed : i) data mining on the corpus of bio-events extracted from hepcidin publications during a decade and ii) the display of the different graphics resulting from this study. Accuracy may decrease using RetroMine approach, but this is juxtaposed by the considerable gain in pre-processing time. Our objective in this paper was to demonstrate how to provide rapidly global patterns of relevant recognized bio-entities over time given a query. Improving event accuracy and complexity through more specialized methods, such as the EventMine of [22] and more devoted resources of [23] and [25] , will certainly help to reduce the amount of background information published and diversify the spectrum of queries. Current developments consist of the exploitation of retromine approach to provide in-depth retrospective studies on microbiology and at mid-term its generalisation to any use-case.
